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Abstract

Evidence for internal and external interface transitions in ceramics and metals is copious. The work described here lays out a framework for
predicting interface transitions and including them on bulk phase diagrams. Advances in understanding possible grain boundary transitions in
single- and binary-component materials have been made with energetics modelled with the phase-field model due to Kobayashi, Warren and Carter.
Analyses inspired by Cahn’s critical point wetting work allowed the exploration of the stable, metastable, and unstable grain boundary compositions
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nd structures. A general phase-field model has also been developed that allows the couplings between chemistry, structure, and electrostatics to
e explored. This model has been applied to grain boundaries in silicon nitride and indicates that intergranular films can be stabilized below the
utectic temperature. Predictive information from the models presented here could be used to inform material processing routes in order to design
or interface structures and so bulk properties.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Surfaces and interfaces play important roles in material be-
avior. While surfaces and interfaces share many continuum
spects—each being two-dimensional defects that must ap-
ear in any finite, or polycrystalline, or multi-phase material—
nterfaces have much greater complexity and are much more
ifficult to study experimentally. The increased complexity has
any sources including structural changes, crystallographic

omplexity, stresses, and charged defects. Atomistic calcula-
ions successfully reproduce ground-state structures and ener-
ies, but only for a limited number of relatively special interface
nclinations, misorientations, and chemistries. However, predic-
ions of interfacial behavior in materials that will be used or
abricated in open environments at high temperatures will be
ecessary.

This is important because at equilibrium, interfaces can ex-
ibit changes in configuration, composition, and resultant prop-
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erties with changes in temperature or solute chemical potential;
these often occur continuously, but may entail discontinuities.
The structure changes at such transitions are often accompanied
by very large changes in associated kinetic, physical, and me-
chanical properties. In addition, it is possible, especially in some
ceramics, to retain the interfacial structures and compositions
from high temperature with suitable cooling. The implication
is that it becomes fruitful to consider using heat treatment at
specific temperatures to adjust an interface to give desired prop-
erties at room temperature, if the interfacial structure–stability
relations are known. Thus, understanding these issues provides
rich opportunities for technological exploitation.

The concept of transitions for interfaces in or on solids ex-
tends back almost a century. Since it was established that the
atomic structure of surfaces could change in response to the
driving force during crystal growth or from thermally induced
roughening [1,2], various notions of structure or complexion
transitions for solid surfaces have gained vitality, specificity, and
refinement, both from theory and experiment [3–5]. Examples
include: transitions in the reconstructions of the pure solid sur-
faces [3,5], thermally induced surface roughening [4,6] and then
pre-melting [4,5,7–10]; for adsorbate overlayers on unchanged
substrates, clustering [11] and various other ordered or disor-
921-5093/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.msea.2006.01.013
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dered configuration changes [12–15], monolayer to multilayer
adsorption and then wetting transitions [16,17], and adsorption
induced surface roughening [16]; finally, defaceting associated
with roughening transitions [18] which may or not involve ad-
sorption [19]. Affirmation and refinement has been possible ow-
ing to a suite of quantitative probes of surface structure and
composition involving diffraction of electrons or X-rays (from
synchrotrons), ion scattering, atom probes, and various surface
sensitive spectroscopies.

Of particular interest in terms of thermodynamic surface
property transitions is Cahn’s critical point wetting theory [20]
for which key predictions were soon affirmed [21]. This de-
scribes the existence of a wetting transition temperature above
which one of two immiscible liquids (with the lower surface
energy) wets the other, and moreover, associated with this is a
transition condition in the single phase regime beyond which
an atomically thick, but graded surface adsorption layer forms,
enriched in the atoms giving lower surface energy. The pre-
dicted conditions for continuous and discontinuous changes in
the equilibrium surface segregation types were also plotted onto
a bulk phase diagram. To our knowledge, this was the first exam-
ple of the inclusion of the surface, as a necessary defect, onto a
phase diagram that could be utilized by designers of material pro-
cesses. Moreover, the equilibrium thermodynamic state of the
surface, including its characteristic thickness and composition,
could be predicted, plotted, and utilized to design processes to
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figurations of an adsorbate overlayer on an invariant surface,
e.g., see [13–15], or to depict adsorption and wetting transi-
tions from lattice gas or similar models [16,17], that can include
various refinements from long range forces or from mixing of
substrate and adsorbate atoms [22]. It is a plausible goal, then,
that some such microscopic information could be incorporated
into continuum models that can treat both external surfaces and
internal interfaces, the latter being the focus of this paper. If
sufficiently accurate, such models have the advantage that they
can not only describe equilibrium interfacial complexions and
their transitions over the broad range of temperature, pressure,
and composition space, but that they can also be readily used to
provide quantitative models for kinetic and dynamic behaviors
in chemically heterogeneous systems during processes such as
phase transformations, grain coarsening or fluid spreading.

In parallel, analogous behavior for grain boundaries or other
internal interfaces may be expected. However, this problem
is conceptually, physically, and experimentally more complex;
thus, affirmation of ideas and theories has been more limited
or indirect. There have been thermodynamic arguments for the
existence of and conditions for structure transitions at inter-
faces [23–25]. Simplified models for structural transitions in
grain boundaries have been developed, but often these being
model specific serve to stimulate the imagination while having
limited connection to specific materials, e.g., [26–28]. Inves-
tigation by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of grain
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roduce stable microstructural features. In effect, the inclusion
f an adsorption transition condition and critical wetting point
nto the temperature-composition axis produced a “surficial-
efect phase diagram” (see Fig. 1).

This surficial phase diagram follows from a continuum ther-
odynamic model of the surface and, therefore, does not include

nformation such as structure, site-specific adsorption or orien-
ation dependence. Since then, however, many more examples
ave emerged in which two-dimensional phase diagrams have
een developed to describe different regimes of atomic con-

ig. 1. Illustration of the parallel between critical wetting at surfaces and the pre
20]. The two-phase region is separated into two regimes at the wetting tempera
t lower temperatures, the wetting angle, φ, is non-zero. Cahn’s critical wettin
f segregation behavior at the surface of the single phase. Those single-phase
urfaces with a thick, high-B composition layer. Traversing an isotherm toward
nd composition until it reaches the critical wetting curve, where it will discontin
o zero at the critical wetting point. The thickness and the composition of the inte

odel for grain boundaries that is reviewed in this paper. There are two two-ph
etting behavior.
oundaries in some pure metals indicates that preferential melt-
ng of grain boundaries does occur, but there is no significant
hickening of the core by pre-melting until within 1 K of bulk

elting (0.999Tm) [29,30]. There have been observations of
aceting/defaceting transitions, initiating between 0.5–0.9 of Tm,
ut often these reflect impurity influences [31,32]. More gener-
lly, for multicomponent systems, however, several types of ob-
ervations illustrate that the situation is more interesting. Multi-
ayer grain boundary adsorption has been seen in several metallic
ystems [33]. One important case is that of Bi doped Cu, in which

n of grain boundary films. (a) Emulates Cahn’s original surficial phase diagram

w. At T ≥ Tw, the B-rich phase completely wets the lower composition phase;
ve enters the single-phase region at Tw and it demarcates two different kinds
ositions that lie closer to the completely wetting two-phase region will have
ich compositions, the equilibrium layer will continuously reduce its thickness
ly reduce its equilibrium thickness and composition. This discontinuity reduces
are equilibrium quantities. (b) Illustrates potential similarities from the parallel
gions in each of which there could be discontinuous changes in adsorption and
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systematic transitions between monolayer to multilayer adsorp-
tion with increasing chemical potential of Bi and a complex
temperature dependence have been documented and modelled
[34–36].

In addition, in metallic systems, provocative macroscopic ob-
servations include changes at certain temperatures in dihedral
angles or interfacial tensions, interface penetration, and unex-
pectedly strong temperature or composition dependencies for
grain boundary diffusion [25,37–40]. Observations from grain
growth that migrating boundaries in metals can contain non-
equilibrium adsorption levels or can exhibit abrupt changes in
kinetics at some specific temperature have motivated proposals
for structural changes [41–43], although some of this may con-
fuse kinetic and thermodynamic effects. Also, there has been a
continually accumulating body of information involving impu-
rity activated grain growth [44–47] or “activated” sintering for
metals and ceramics [48,49]. Such behavior can be reminiscent
of liquid phase effects but often occurs below the relevant eu-
tectic temperature or impurity level for bulk liquid to be stable,
implying that the rapid kinetics ensue from boundary structure
changes.

In general, such changes have not been well related to quan-
titative changes in boundary composition or structure. However,
there has been a body of microscopical study of wide, disordered
or sometimes wetted grain boundaries in various ceramics in the
presence of glass forming (often silicate based) impurities, as has
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by others in application to multicomponent solid/liquid systems
[72,73]. The proposed existence regimes can be mapped onto
phase diagrams showing the effects of changing thermodynamic
variables. A reasonable extension is shown in Fig. 1(b) for a sys-
tem forming a simple eutectic with attention to the side with the
more refractory solid, A. In the spirit of critical point wetting
theory, once a boundary begins to disorder, it might be antic-
ipated that for higher temperatures at solid/liquid co-existence
the liquid should inevitably be wetting. However, as mentioned
above, evidence exists that in certain systems significant bound-
ary disorder can occur well below the eutectic and yet the liquid
may not be fully wetting along boundaries until achieving a tran-
sition temperature that is well above the eutectic. Such is shown
schematically in Fig. 1(b). In ZnO containing small amounts of
Bi2O3, several aspects of this behavior have been observed in
that nanometer wide disordered boundaries exist over a wide
temperature range that spans the eutectic. This range is bounded
by a wetting transition above which the liquid films at the grain
boundary become arbitrarily thick and the dihedral angles go
to zero; this has been found to occur well above the eutectic
[63–65,74]. In addition, disordered boundaries have been seen
to form stably below the eutectic [49].

We present a review of results from a theoretical analysis
[75,76] and from numerical calculations using an expanded
model and based on the Si–O–N phase diagram [77,78]. The
concepts that derive from this interfacial wetting theory are pre-
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een reviewed elsewhere [50–53]. In Si3N4 [54–56], SiC [57–
9], Pb-ruthenate/Pb–Al silicate [60], Al2O3 [61,62], or ZnO
ith Bi2O3 [63–65], the grain boundaries can be 1–2 nm wide,
isordered layers. In some instances, such as with Al2O3 [61,62]
r MgO [66,67], the grain boundaries in polycrystals can be pen-
trated by silicate liquid, indicating equilibrium or transient wet-
ing occurs [51,52]. These situations have been extensively in-
estigated by high resolution and analytical TEM (in part, as the
tructures are retained during cooling from high temperature).
n two systems, specifically several different Si3N4-based ones
54–56,68–71,52], and Pb-ruthenate in a Pb–Al silicate [60], it
as been shown unambiguously that the average boundary com-
ositions differ from that of the bulk liquid (retained as glass
n cooling), the thicknesses depend on the chemical potentials
f additives in the system, and in the presence of large excesses
f liquid, the boundary films remain finite (rather than infinite)
n thickness. This means these interfaces can be considered as

ultilayer, adsorbate films in equilibrium with the bulk liquid,
hich itself is not fully wetting. Moreover, in another instance,

t has been shown that a change in the boundary structure in ZnO
oped with Bi2O3 occurs leading to a similar nanometer wide
oundary forming below the eutectic that causes the activated
intering [49]. And in yet another, a similarly observed struc-
ural transition occurs sub-solidus and has been associated with
apid abnormal grain growth in alumina [47].

Thus, there are needs to relate the detailed behavior of spe-
ific boundaries to the structure, and parallel needs to provide a
eneral framework to describe the existence conditions of var-
ous boundary complexions and complexion transitions in the
ontext of the bulk phase diagrams. The Cahn critical point wet-
ing model [20] is a useful starting point, as has been appreciated
iewed in Fig. 1(b): a type of expected behavior for the proto-
ypical eutectic phase diagram. The single-phase wetting curve
hat extends from the A-rich two-phase liquid–solid region cor-
esponds to the wetting curve in Fig. 1(a), except that the two
hases do not have a consulate point. The absence of a consulate
oint and the need to describe a structural transition as well re-
uire extension to Cahn’s original analysis, but similar behavior
s anticipated except that two transitions rather than one can
e expected. In Fig. 1(b), the multilayer (or drying) transition
emperature TML separates the two-solid phase region into two
egimes: for T < TML, grain boundary interfaces for the A-rich
hase will have site-specific (Langmuir) absorption of a limited
mount of B-component; at T > TML, segregation of B to grain
oundaries of the A-rich phase is multilayer. The lower transition
urve also illustrates that analogous thickness and composition
ransitions occur in single-phase polycrystalline materials.

High adsorption at tilt grain boundaries modelled by a two-
imensional lattice gas was found by Kikuchi and Cahn [27],
iving a result which was prescient, if from a highly simple
odel. At low temperatures, solute adsorbs at the boundary

t low enthalpy sites, similarly to the widely seen Langmuir–
cLean type behavior. This adsorption decreases with tempera-

ure as entropic effects become more important. At temperatures
pproaching the melting point, adsorption of the minority com-
onent again increases continuously as the boundary pre-melts.
hese trends are illustrated in Fig. 2(a). In real grain boundaries,

t is possible that distinct multilayer adsorption and wetting tran-
itions could occur. It is also possible that these could entail first-
rder rather than continuous transitions. These possibilities are
llustrated in Fig. 2(b). If there are first order transitions from

onolayer to multilayer adsorption (as indicated by the dashed
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Fig. 2. Schematics of grain boundary adsorption isotherms. (a) The adsorption behavior predicted by Kikuchi and Cahn [27]. At low temperatures, there is a finite
amount of adsorbate at specific low enthalpy sites. At higher temperatures approaching the bulk melting point, � diverges as the grain boundary pre-melts to form a
solute-enriched liquid with diverging thickness. (b) Possible isotherms corresponding to different temperatures or misorientations as a function of chemical potential.
The solid lines represent continuous transitions from monolayer adsorption to multilayer adsorption to pre-melting. The dashed lines indicate the possible locations
of first order transitions from monolayer to multilayer adsorption.

lines in Fig. 2(b)), then we would expect a TML and line on the
corresponding phase diagram, Fig. 1(b).

In the schematic, Fig. 1(b), TML is approximated as a char-
acteristic temperature with a value at coexistence considerably
lower than the eutectic temperature. The grain boundary pre-
melting temperature would be expected to be considerably re-
duced in materials where the entropy change upon devitrification
is small, such as in materials in which significant fixed short-
range order exists in the liquid state, such as silicates. However,
it is difficult to generalize macroscopic interfacial behavior from
specific discrete simulations; furthermore, there are system size
and simulation time constraints on atomistic calculations that
frequently interfere with physical interpretation.

The single-phase grain boundary behavior curve that em-
anates from the two-phase region at T = TML in Fig. 1(b) sug-
gests two different kinds of grain boundary behavior: thick, rel-
atively unstructured grain boundaries, with enriched composi-
tions at B-rich average compositions, and thin, ordered bound-
aries at A-rich average compositions. Presumably, if equilibrium
grain boundary structural thicknesses and compositions could
be plotted on a diagram such as Fig. 1(b), they could be used
to rationalize grain boundary behavior for engineering materials
and to guide experimental determination of grain boundary film
compositions.

In this paper, we review progress towards creating continuum
thermodynamic models for interfaces that will lead to general
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late energy densities for non-bulk compositions and structures.
Information from interfaces in specific materials is also avail-
able from atomistic and first principles calculations or atomistic
characterization. In this paper, we will discuss ways of incorpo-
rating bulk and local data from experiment and simulation into
continuum models of real materials.

In classical thermodynamics, bulk equilibrium is calculated
by minimizing the appropriate thermodynamic potential (for ex-
ample, the Gibbs free energy at fixed temperature, pressure and
composition) while excluding the energetic contribution from
interfaces and defects. The effects of interfaces between phases
in equilibrium with each other can be accounted for in terms of
the associated extra energy or chemical content projected onto a
plane of negligible volume. In diffuse-interface theory, in con-
trast, boundaries are no longer as if sharp but are recognized to
be spread out in space and typically contain regions of compo-
sition or structure that are not stable in the bulk for the given
thermodynamic conditions.

Diffuse-interface theory has been used in successful stud-
ies on for example, spinodal decomposition [79] and dendritic
growth of solid from a melt [80]. The energy of a system is the
integral of the energy density which has contributions from the
local value of the fields and from the local spatial variation of
fields. Therefore, the required interfaces must trade off their en-
ergetic contribution by smoothing out the necessary transitions
in their values while keeping to a minimum the regions in space
w
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heoretical predictions of interfacial phase diagrams and numer-
cal models that will predict grain boundary compositions and
idths from thermodynamic data. The simplest versions of the
odel account for structure and misorientation and predict both

ontinuous and discontinuous structural changes as a function of
emperature and misorientation. More complex models must in-
lude grain boundary segregation of solutes and charged defects.

hile these models do not provide as much detailed information
bout interfaces, they do provide mechanisms to characterize
eneral behavior.

A major challenge in making these continuum models predic-
ive is the incorporation of bulk and interface data for real mate-
ials. There is a natural way to include bulk thermodynamic data
or equilibrium phases, but it is necessary to be able to calcu-
here the fields have non-bulk equilibrium values. Recent the-
retical advances permit the inclusion of crystallographic fields
hat can characterize the misorientation and structural order of a
rain boundary [81]. Although, bulk thermodynamic data can be
sed for modelling real systems, there are challenges associated
ith fitting the empirical constants and functions to available
ata which are discussed below.

Our recent work on grain boundary films stems from Cahn’s
ritical wetting theory [20] and incorporates ideas treating the
rystallographic phase field [81] and from interfacial absorption
heory and provides a framework for discussion of phenomena of
quilibrium grain boundary films. We review a two-field phase-
eld model for grain boundaries in single-component systems
nd the analysis of the energy relations approaching the melting
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Fig. 3. Cahn’s graphical construction for cs and equilibrium states when (a) c0 = c� at T1 ≤ Tw and (b) T2 > Tw. Intersections of the two curves, −φ(c) and

2
√

κ�f (c), give values for cs. At T1, a comparison of the areas between the curves (A, B, and C corresponding to cs,1, cs,2, and cs,3) dictates whether the surface
compositions correspond to stable, unstable or metastable solutions. At T2, there is only one extremal cs which corresponds to perfect wetting. The behavior predicted
here is plotted on the bulk phase diagram, Fig. 1(a).

point. Some results, such as a considerable decrease in the grain
boundary melting temperature compared to that observed in met-
als, may spark controversy, but can be rationalized and should
prompt new experiments. Additionally, a phase-field model for
grain boundaries in heterogeneous ceramic materials will be in-
troduced and issues relating to modelling a specific material
system including the incorporation of experimental and compu-
tational data will be discussed. The details of our work are being
prepared for publication elsewhere so this review will focus in-
stead on the methods and concepts employed.

2. Review of critical point wetting in binary liquid
system

Cahn recognized that container walls are necessary con-
stituents in liquid systems. He analysed the energetics and tran-
sitions in binary liquid systems in his seminal paper on critical
point wetting [20]. Here we review that paper.

In Cahn’s analysis, the excess free energy of a heterogeneous
liquid with local composition c(x) in contact with a wall at x = 0
and extending to infinity is postulated as

�F = �(cs) +
∫ ∞

0

[
�f + κ(dc/dx)2

]
dx (1)

where �(cs) is the interaction energy of the fluid at composition
c with the wall, �f the excess homogeneous energy of the fluid
w
T
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or three intersections of the two curves. At low temperatures, the
three intersections correspond to stable, unstable and metastable
surface compositions. At temperatures just below coexistence,
Fig. 3(b), there is one intersection and this corresponds to per-
fect wetting. At a particular temperature, Tw there will be a
first-order surface transition from low adsorption to complete
wetting. When the bulk equilibrium phase is undersaturated in
B, 0 ≤ c0 < c�, a similar construction predicts a series of first
order transitions between low and high adsorption that terminate
in a surface critical point at Tc that may be above or below the
bulk critical point.

Cahn analysed the thickness of the surface layer and found
that below the first order transition, a finite but small layer of pos-
itive adsorption is stable. Above the transition line, the thickness
of the adsorbed layer diverges logarithmically as (c� − c0) → 0.

Fig. 1(a) shows all of this information plotted on the bulk
phase diagram. One goal of the new research described in this pa-
per is to advance the field towards these kinds of phase-diagrams.
In addition to bulk phase equilibria, they will contain information
about interface states and the transitions between those states.

A physical interpretation of this behavior can be achieved by
considering the situation above the wetting temperature, Fig. 4.
In this case, a thick layer of B-rich liquid could be stable on a
surface (or container interface) of the A-rich liquid. There would
be a diffuse-interface between the two liquids, and then near to
the surface of the B-rich liquid would be a gradual enrichment
t
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s
ith a double well form, and κ is the gradient energy coefficient.
he function �(cs) would be the surface energy for a homoge-
eous material with no composition change near the surface (and
o long range interaction with the container). Using the equi-
ibrium expressions from variational calculus and the boundary
onditions, a form for the energy extrema or the equilibrium
urface energy, σ, and an equation giving the composition at the
all are derived:

= �(c0) +
∫ cs

c0

(φ + 2
√

κ�f )dc (2)

= ±2
√

κ�f (cs) (3)

he composition of the reservoir is c0 and φ = d�
dcs

. These lead
o a graphical construction when c0 = c� and the �-phase is sat-
rated in B. The intersections of the two curves in Fig. 3(a) give
quilibrium values of cs. The area between the curves is the re-
uction in surface energy when the surface is at cs rather than c0,
he composition of the bulk fluid. As temperature changes, the
hape of the 2

√
κ�f curve will change so that there can be one
o the final composition, perhaps being nearly pure B, if it gives
he lower surface energy. Then, the integrals giving the excess
nergy can be split to give expressions that correspond to the
um of γ�� + γ�c as follows

= 4

3

∣∣c� − c�

∣∣ √
κ�fmax + �(c�) +

∫ cs

c�

(
φ + 2

√
κ�f

)
dc

(4)

The first term is the energy for the liquid/liquid interface
where the details depend upon the specific double-well poten-
ial used to describe the excess volume free energy) and �fmax
s the maximum value of the energy barrier between the stable
hases. It can be seen that upon heating, the interfacial energy
ecreases both as the difference in composition between phases
iminishes and as the free energy penalty for the material with in-
ermediate composition decreases. It is this more rapid decrease
f the interfacial energy upon heating that leads to a wetting
ransition, i.e., where γ�c → γ�� + γ�c.
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Fig. 4. Composition profile at T > Tw and coexistence with c0 = c� in a binary
liquid system. The container wall is located at x = 0 where the composition is
B-rich at cs. There is a wide layer of B-rich liquid then a transition to the bulk
A-rich liquid.

Qualitatively, it can be imagined that these ideas could be
simply extended to two-component solid–liquid systems. Simi-
lar phenomenological treatments (sometimes termed as Landau–
Ginzberg) can usefully describe aspects of pre-melting of solid
surfaces [9,10]. In this instance, a wetting transition of the B-
containing liquid on the A-rich solid could be expected, which
may or may not occur above the eutectic temperature. If below,
then it might be expected that the disordered layer could only
have a finite thickness, but that it would gradually thicken giv-
ing perfect wetting at the eutectic point. However, for such a
system, a single order-parameter is insufficient and several field
variables including composition, structural disorder, and even
orientation could be envisioned. One such generalization has
been proposed to treat the solid/liquid interfacial behavior dur-
ing solidification [80,82]. However, the present paper is more
concerned with grain boundaries than surface, so we next con-
sider analogous extensions starting first with that for a single-
component grain boundary.

3. A phase-field model of grain boundaries

Grain boundaries in single component systems have been
successfully described with a simple phase-field model proposed
by Kobayashi, Warren and Carter (KWC) [81]. An overview of
that model will be given as an introduction to our recent and
ongoing work on understanding transitions in grain boundaries.

a
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fi
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(

w
a

From this definition, the bounds on each field are 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ θi ≤ θS, where θS is determined by symmetry. Crystalline
solid corresponds to η = 1 and liquid to η = 0. Intermediate
values of η correspond to material states intermediate between
liquid and crystalline, solid structures.

The total free energy of the system is given by an integral of
the heterogeneous energy density

F [η, θ]

=
∫ [

f (η) + ν2

2
(∇η)2 + g(η)s |∇θ| + h(η)

ε2

2
(∇θ)2

]
dV

(6)

where ν2, ε2 and s are constants and g(η) is a monotonically
increasing function with g(η = 0) = 0 and h(η) is a constant or
increasing function of η. The heterogeneous free energy density
has a contribution from the local value of the fields, f (η), and
the local value of the gradients in the fields. The leading order
term for ∇θ is first order which is necessary to stabilize finite
(versus infinite) grain boundary widths. The second-order term
is necessary for the dynamic solutions; and typically it may be
expected that h(η) = 1 or h(η = 0) = 0.

For specific functions f (η), g(η), and h(η), the equilibrium
grain boundary profiles in one dimension can be found, either
analytically or numerically. In each case with h(η) = 0, the equi-
librium profile for orientation is a step function and the crys-
tallinity profile has a minimum, η0 at x = 0, Fig. 5. Further, this
model admits grain rotation and for appropriate choices of g(η),
the Read–Shockley form of the low-angle to high-angle grain
boundary energy function is reproduced.

The behavior of boundaries near the melting point was ex-
plored by Lobkovsky and Warren with numerics based on their
sharp interface limit analysis of the KWC model [83,84]. They
demonstrate grain boundary motion by curvature in proportion
to the energy per unit length boundary. Grain boundary thick-
ness transitions were explored near the melting point, Tm, for
different choices of h(η). With h(η) = η2, low angle bound-
aries (�θ ≤ �θc) remain narrow right to Tm whereas high angle

Fig. 5. Example profiles of structure, η, and orientation, θ, across a planar grain
boundary in the single-component KWC model with h(η) = 0. The orientation
is a step function located at x = 0 and the core structure is described by η0.
Two phase-fields are used to describe the state of the system
t every position �x. The first field, �θ(�x), is a local measure of
rientation described by three rotation angles. The second field,
(�x), is a local measure of crystallinity. In two dimensions, these
elds can be thought of as the coarse-grained polar coordinates
efined by

η cos θ, η sin θ) = 1

N

N∑
i

(cos θi, sin θi) (5)

here the sum is over all bonds i in a small region that form
symmetry-reduced rotation θi with a fixed coordinate system.
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boundaries (�θ > �θc), develop a disordered layer with thick-
ness that diverges logarithmically as T → Tm. For h(η) = 1,
there are two transitions in �θ at �θl and �θu. For low an-
gle boundaries, the boundaries remain narrow until melting at
T = Tm; for high angle boundaries, there is a gradual increase
in the width which diverges logarithmically as T → Tm; for
intermediate �θl ≤ �θ ≤ �θu, there is a first order transition
between the narrow boundaries and wide near-liquid films at
Tl ≤ Tm.

The above analysis of wetting in a system with a heteroge-
neous energy density was based on the sharp interface limit.
Our goal is to use the diffuse-interface formulation directly to
investigate grain boundary structures and transitions.

4. Grain boundaries in model systems

Tang has extended the analysis of transitions at grain bound-
aries in single-component systems using a method akin to Cahn’s
described above [75]. The KWC phase-field model for grain
boundaries in single-component systems provides the mathe-
matical description [81]. Using an analytic solution for θ and
the equilibrium equations and boundary conditions, the energy
integral is rearranged and a graphical construction is possible.

The results indicate that grain boundaries can undergo first
order transitions in thickness and order and may have a crit-
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freedom, the graphical construction is more complicated. Tang
finds both discontinuous and continuous changes in order and
composition, η0 and c0, at x = 0. As before, the misorienta-
tion plays a crucial role in determining the range of structures
available for a boundary. Again disorder of the grain boundary
core is favored above some temperature for high angle bound-
aries in order to offset the strain energy for an ordered bound-
ary, and moreover, this trade-off can be promoted by the ad-
sorption of solute that tends to stabilize disordered or liquid
phases.

5. Grain boundary films in silicon nitride

Intergranular glassy films at grain boundaries in silicon ni-
tride ceramics have been observed by many groups and are
thought to be equilibrium structures [85,86,55,87,88,56,52,89].
Measurements of the films indicate non-uniform structure and
thicknesses of 1–2 nm dictated by the bulk chemistry of the sili-
con nitride ceramic. In addition, the average composition of the
films differs from that at the intergranular pockets where grain
boundaries meet. Recent high-angle annular dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscopy results indicate that there is
site-specific adsorption of rare-earth elements (Y, La, Lu, Sc,
Yb, and Sm) to grain/film and grain/pocket transition regions
[90–93]. In addition, recent electron diffraction studies affirm
that the films are inhomogeneous in terms of having structure
cal point. Continuous pre-melting is possible for large-angle
rain boundaries where the thickness diverges logarithmically as
− Tm → 0. It is apparent from this analysis that the misorien-

ation, �θ, plays an analogous role to the undersaturation of the
ulk phase, c� − c0, in the binary liquid. However, we note that
n the critical point wetting model, the benefit of changing the
erminal composition to reduce the value of �(cs), is achieved
t the expense of including a graded transition region between
-rich and B-poor regions plus the penalty of having some vol-
me of material with a non-equilibrium composition. For the
WC model, the analogous trade-off involves a similar penalty
f having a graded region involving non-equilibrium disordered
aterial, but this can effectively disorder the grain boundary

ore which completely eliminates the penalties associated with
he ∇θ terms, which may be interpreted as strain energy for a
ow temperature boundary. As a result of this stronger driving
orce, pre-melting initiates at temperatures well below that for
table liquid, the bulk melting point.

In further work, Tang has examined grain boundaries in a
inary solid system using the two-component extension of the
WC model [76]. The binary model is based on a free energy

xpression with a homogeneous energy density, f (η, c), that
as contributions from crystallinity, η, and the concentration of

atoms, c, and with an additional gradient penalty for non-

niform composition, κ2

2 (∇c)2, with constant coefficient κ2 as
ell as having the gradient penalty terms in the previous.
Following a similar tack to that used for the single com-

onent grain boundary analysis, the step function solution for
he orientation field, the boundary conditions, and the equilib-
ium equations are used to manipulate the energy integral into
convenient form. Due to the increased number of degrees of
and composition gradients across them [94].
Several models based on Clarke’s approach of a force bal-

ance across a planar film between two rigid grains have been
employed to understand the equilibrium nature of the films [95–
97]. While these models examine the coupling of two of induced
structure, chemistry, and electrostatics, and how it stabilizes a
finite amorphous layer, none looks at the fully coupled problem
with a complete geometric description of a grain boundary, and
so none describes the behavior as a function of temperature or
for situations with compositions below equilibrium liquid co-
existence, i.e., for sub-eutectic temperatures or for sub-solidus
compositions.

In ceramic systems, the study of equilibrium structures
around necessary defects such as grain boundaries is compli-
cated due to the charge carried by defects in these ionic ma-
terials. Locally charged regions have been shown to be stable
in systems with coupled electrostatic and mechanical or chemi-
cal energetics [98,99]. Bishop proposed a phase-field model for
grain boundaries in ceramics in her thesis [77]. That model has
recently been revised to provide bulk equilibrium defect popu-
lations, something typically neglected in bulk thermodynamic
treatments such as that described in Section 4 [78].

The current model is based on a multicomponent KWC model
so that it can provide a three-dimensional theoretical framework
for examining grain boundary behavior in multicomponent sys-
tems with charged defects. The independent fields are η(�x) and
�θ(�x) as defined for KWC, Xi(�x) (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) the site frac-
tion of neutral species, Xd

j (�x) (j = 1, 2, . . . , M) the site fraction

of defects which carry a formal charge of Zd
j e each, where e is

the magnitude of the charge on an electron, and φ(�x) the elec-
trostatic potential. There is a uniform site density, 1

Vm
. The total
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Fig. 6. Examples of grain boundaries varying from (a) ordered, low adsorption to (c) wide, disordered, high adsorption with (b) intermediate from simulations on
silicon nitride from work in progress [78].

free energy is given by

F [Xi, X
d
j , φ, η, �θ; T, V ]

=
∫

V

[
f (Xi, X

d
j , η; T ) + ρφ − 1

2
ε(∇φ)2

+ 1

2

N∑
i=1

κ2
i (∇Xi)

2 + 1

2

M∑
j=1

κ2
j (∇Xd

j )2 + 1

2
sg(η)|∇�θ|

+ 1

2
�2 h(η)(∇�θ)2 + 1

2
ν2(∇η)2

]
d�x (7)

where ρ = F
Vm

∑M
j Zd

jX
d
j is the charge density with F Fara-

day’s constant. The constant, isotropic dielectric constant is ε.
The gradient energy parameters are s, ν2, �2, κ2

i , and κ2
j . The

functions g(η) and h(η) weight the gradient contributions from
non-uniform �θ(�x). A full justification of this model is available
elsewhere [77].

Preliminary results for calculations with this model for pla-
nar grain boundaries in a point defect-free pseudo-binary Si3N4–
SiO2 approximation and taking h(η) = 1 indicate that intergran-
ular films can be stabilized at high-angle grain boundaries be-
low the temperature at which bulk-liquid is stable. Our calcu-
lations find sharp, low-adsorption boundaries and wide, disor-
dered, high-adsorption boundaries at different values of misori-
e
fi
c
r
fi
i
a

In addition to the several fields and associated gradient terms
and the simplifications described here, i.e. the minimal defect
description and the constant site density and isotropic dielec-
tric constant, it is anticipated that dispersion forces will play a
role in the equilibrium thickness and structure of IGFs [100].
For symmetric systems, the effect of the dispersion force will
be attractive between the grain surfaces, resulting in a thinner
equilibrium film thickness, although it is debatable whether this
would be enough to keep finite film thicknesses at all conditions.
While it is possible to write the London dispersion force con-
tribution to the energetics for a simple 121 slab configuration,
Edisp = A121

12πh2 , using a Hamaker constant A121 which depends
on the local optical properties and h the thickness of the film, it
is not straightforward to include this in the variational approach
to solving for equilibrium structures in phase-field models. This
problem can be overcome by using a direct minimization method
such as simulated annealing [101]. The effects of having a strong
adsorption near the crystalline/disorder transition of a disordered
layer can be better approximated using the analogous 12321 ap-
proximation in which the graded region is approximated as a
separate layer regarding the influence on dispersion forces [100].

6. Tuning phase-field models to materials systems

The preliminary results for the phase-field model described
i
o
g

p
i

t

ntation, temperature, and chemical potential, Fig. 6. We also
nd perfect wetting at temperatures above the eutectic and for
hemical potentials corresponding to bulk coexistence of Si3N4-
ich solid and SiO2-rich liquid. The transitions from thin to thick
lms have not been resolved sufficiently in order to distinguish

f they are continuous or discontinuous in nature. This work is
nticipated in the future.
n Section 5 show behavior that can be modified by the choice
f the gradient energy coefficients and the functional form of
(η) and h(η). There are no standard methods for tuning model
arameters to reflect experimental data in real systems. Some
deas on this topic are discussed here.

It is necessary to compute an energy density corresponding
o states that exist only in the vicinity of interfaces but not in
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the bulk. There is some freedom as to how to interpolate the
free energy density between the known values for liquids and
solids. We use a scheme based on that proposed by Wheeler for a
model system [102] and subsequently used to couple phase-field
models to thermodynamic databases [103,104].

In the present work, we incorporate bulk thermodynamic data
into the chemical contributions to the homogeneous free energy
density, f (Xi, X

d
j , η; T ) [78]. For simplicity, the concept is il-

lustrated for a binary system where XB is the concentration of
B atoms. The homogeneous free energy density for a binary
system is a function of XB and the liquid–solid phase field, η

f (XB, η) = XBfB,0(η; T ) + (1 − XB)fA,0(η; T )

+RT

Vm
[XB ln XB + (1 − XB) ln(1 − XB)]

+ �(η; T )XB(1 − XB) (8)

with free energies of formation of the pure components, fA,0
and fB,0, and a coefficient for the free energy of mixing, �, that
depend on η and temperature. A double-well form is used for the
η-dependence of the free energies of formation that interpolates
between the free energy of formation of the liquid and solid
phases at T with a single parameter that controls the height of
the energy barrier.

The precise details of the profiles of the fields across a grain
boundary are effected by the choice of model parameters: gradi-
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Fig. 7. A periodic cell containing two Si �5 grain boundaries was relaxed at
0 K. Coarse-grained measures of η as a function of position in units of σ were
calculated using the BADF (green square) and VT (red circle) methods [109,77]
(for interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article).

In each case, the local measures are compared to the same mea-
sure for an atom in a perfect crystal in order to generate a mea-
sure of η. The data associated with each atom is assigned to the
Voronoi tessellation for each atom (this fills space) and then av-
eraged within a sphere centered at a position �x to generate η(�x).
Examples of linear profiles for a simulated grain boundary in Si
in Fig. 7 illustrate that the general features of the two techniques
are similar but that the VTs are more sensitive to small shifts in
atomic positions. The different scales are arbitrary.

The BADFs seem to give a better method and one that could
be extended more easily to multicomponent systems using par-
tial neighbor lists. This technique depends on there being a sin-
gle equilibrium crystal structure with which to compare the lo-
cal BADF. However, in phase-field models of grain boundaries
with multiple possible crystal structures an additional phase-
field must be introduced to distinguish between the crystal struc-
tures in the energetics. Therefore, the BADFs could be used to
measure the closest BADF match to the available crystal struc-
tures and the BADF distance from it. These ideas are the subject
of future work.

7. Summary and outlook

Advances in understanding possible grain boundary compo-
sition and structure profiles and structure transitions in single-
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nt energy coefficients, coefficients on enthalpy of mixing, and
nergy barriers in free energies of formation. Koch proposed a
cheme to adjust these free parameters to available information
sing a simulated annealing technique with a least squares figure
f merit depending on a comparison of equilibrium field profiles
or a given set of model parameters [94]. However, there is some
ension to be resolved between optimizing the parameters to best
escribe a given interface at a given temperature and to best de-
cribe the broad behavior over the whole range of composition
nd temperature space.

Experimental field profiles are typically continuum measures,
.g. composition from EELS scans across boundaries. These data
an be compared directly to the continuum fields from a phase-
eld model. There is additional data available in atomistic or first
rinciples calculations, for example on IGFs in silicon nitride
105–108]. In order to use this data to tune phase-field models
t must be continuized.

The KWC definitions of η and �θ, Eq. (5), are not easily gen-
ralized to multicomponent systems where the definition of �θi

s unclear. In continuizing fields for composition, the only nec-
ssary step is to average local values in space. In continuizing
elds like η, it is first necessary to define η for each atom and

hen average in space.
Bishop proposed methods to calculate local measures of

tructure and continuize in single-component, single crystalline
hase materials [109,77]. These methods depend on coarse-
raining local measures of atomic structure centered on atoms.
ne technique measures the local structure as a comparison of
eometric properties of the Voronoi tessellations (VTs) of the
toms. The second compares the bond angle distribution func-
ions (BADFs) of atoms with mathematically defined neighbors.
nd binary-component materials have been made with energetics
odeled with the KWC phase-field model and generalizations

f it. That analysis utilizes diffuse-interface concepts inspired
y Cahn’s critical point wetting work. It has allowed the ex-
loration of stable and metastable grain boundary compositions
nd structures. A general phase-field model has also been devel-
ped that allows the couplings between chemistry, structure, and
lectrostatics to be explored for application to ionic and covalent
omponents.

The models reviewed in this paper are extensions of classical
iffuse-interface theory to fixed stoichiometry and multicompo-
ent systems with grain boundaries. They rely on two additional
elds that contribute to a coarse-grained model for energy den-
ity beyond that depending only on the local crystalline orienta-
ion and a measure of crystalline disorder. The continuum model
nd numerical calculations reviewed in this paper are developed
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from model or experimental thermodynamic data for specific
alloy systems. These models include physical characteristics of
grain boundaries and therefore include predictions of physical
phenomena that depend on these characteristics, such as grain
boundary disorder and segregation as a function of misorien-
tation or temperature. The crystalline orientation is routinely
measured by diffraction techniques. Crystalline disorder is a
necessary component in the diffuse-interface theory, but its ex-
perimental verification is troublesome and is a matter of current
investigation. As a consequence, the model has some general
trends of behavior, but can be tuned to exhibit system-specific
attributes.

For the KWC model, there is a general trend toward pre-
melting of a high-angle boundary with disorder increasing well
below the eutectic or melting temperature. As presently formu-
lated, liquids tend to fully wet the boundary as the temperature
approaches the melting or eutectic point. The amount of core
disorder, the core composition, and the characteristic width of
the disordered grain boundary are equilibrium thermodynamic
parameters—there are no extra degrees of freedom associated
with the boundary. The disorder and composition of the core and
the characteristic width are functions of the bulk composition,
temperature, and boundary misorientation. As such the model
produces general trends that match certain highly simplified lat-
tice calculations such as those by Kikuchi and Cahn [26,27], but
the robust trends can be tuned to be system specific. The grain
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trast to original critical point wetting theory which gives only
one.

As mentioned, this delay in wetting can formally derive from
the London dispersion forces. However, space charge effects in
certain instances can also exert a stabilizing influence of being
attractive and resisting the other disjoining forces that derive
from the gradient penalties. From colloid theory it is generally
expected that the space charge effects will tend to be repulsive
[110,96]. However, it has recently been shown that there can be
an attractive regime especially in materials in which the dielec-
tric coefficients are high [111]. If important, it would imply fun-
damentally different behavior could obtain in ionic or covalent
materials versus metals, which is not yet established. Another
extension to be explored in this regard is inclusion of coherence
types of effects in which the transition region of the disordered
material inherits significant order from the neighboring lattice.
Finally, the models, as presented, have a similar deficiency as
the original critical point wetting model; at lower temperature
there is only a weak tendency for surface adsorption, and it
tends to increase with heating in contrast to that in the more
common behavior of Langmuir–McLean-like models. Modifi-
cations to better include such effects are being incorporated into
the phase-field models for evaluation.

The models are interface analogues of the better studied sur-
face roughening and pre-melting behavior. The TEM evidence
shows pure metallic grain boundaries tend to preferentially melt,
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oundary wetting can be delayed until higher temperatures for
rain boundaries by inclusion of the London dispersion forces,
hich are composition dependent, as described.
Because the grain boundary has its own characteristic equi-

ibrium state, it has the attributes of a two-dimensional phase.
rom this perspective, the diffuse-interface theory predicts grain
oundary complexion transitions where, at specific composi-
ions and temperatures, the boundary has two equilibrium states.
herefore, for some boundaries at a range of compositions, there

s a first order transition in the boundary state with temperature.
here are a range of predicted behaviors for core disorder and
oundary width as the grain boundary temperature increases
owards the bulk melting temperature, and these have been ra-
ionalized by observation and simple models.

These models provide an interfacial analog to the theory
nd observation of critical wetting on surfaces. We believe that
his interfacial analog is related to experimental observations of
table grain boundary films in many ceramic systems, as have
een extensively studied with Si3N4 and model binary oxides.
he continuum models predict that, especially in systems with
ignificant short-range order in their liquid state, grain bound-
ries will disorder below the melting temperature. These disor-
ered boundaries will have structures that resemble liquids and
pread the penalty for misorientation change across the boundary
ver a considerable width. The extensively observed nanome-
er wide disordered boundaries seen in these Si-based and ox-
de ceramics are consistent with the types of predicted behavior
or KWC-based models. However, the experimental trends are
hat often the disordered boundaries initiate well below bulk

elting, but complete wetting is delayed until well above bulk
elting. Thus there must be two transition temperatures in con-
ut only above 0.999Tm in terms of forming observable layers
hicker than 1–2 nm. This may be consistent with the Kikucki
nd Cahn lattice gas model [26,27] and the recent analysis of
he KWC model described here in which the thickness increases
ith − ln(Tm − T ), and so only becomes appreciably thick very

lose to the bulk melting point. By comparison, for free surfaces
he roughening transition can initiate somewhere from 0.5 to 0.7
m, depending upon the orientation, and at 1 ◦C undercooling

he pre-melted/disordered layer can be five monolayers thick,
gain about a nanometer. Such behavior has also been shown to
e consistent with similar phenomenological diffuse-interface
oncepts [9,10].

The more interesting issue relates to the onset of disorder,
omparable to the roughening transition that initiates at lower
emperatures. For pure metals, in grain boundaries with suffi-
iently special misorientations that secondary grain boundary
islocations are localized, this localization does not change up
o 0.96Tm [29], suggesting the roughening transition is delayed
ersus that for surfaces. However, is has also been observed that
efaceting transitions of pure grain boundaries can initiate at
.5–0.9Tm, indicating that some degree of disorder has occurred
31,32]. However, the transitions in the models may be better
elated to roughening transitions that initiate on surfaces at 0.5–
.67Tm. In this regard, for a high angle boundary, it may be that
hese transitions should be considered by analogy to glass tran-
itions in which the change is from a rather static amorphous
tructure in a low energy configuration to a dynamic structure
ampling many configurations and having a much higher point
efect content. Exploring and elucidating such concepts will
hallenge the experimental (e.g., TEM) as well as theory com-
unities.
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That grain boundary disordering transitions have not been ex-
tensively catalogued in metals may be attributed to the nature of
the transition or to differences between metals and ceramic sys-
tems. If first-order transitions exist at grain boundaries in metals,
they may entail a very small discontinuous change in core struc-
ture and that structure may have high crystallinity which could
make it difficult to resolve in the TEM. Also, the analysis shows
that in materials with a small energy barrier between crystalline
and liquid states, the transition can be second-order and again,
difficult to characterise. It is expected that metallic systems near
Tm have this property. In contrast, the analysis suggests that ce-
ramics may demonstrate disordered grain boundaries at lower
temperatures than in metals due to the small energy barrier be-
tween crystalline solids and disordered glass-forming composi-
tions such as silicates. In addition, as these glass formers can
have relatively complicated structures and so larger structural
units, the width of the disordered regions may make them easier
to characterise in the TEM.

More complex behavior may derive for binary systems as in-
dicated by the extensive literature on enhanced diffusion, grain
growth or sintering that can occur well below the eutectic tem-
perature. Analogous behavior has been seen for a nanometer
thick surface film that forms on a specific surface in the ZnO–
Bi2O3 system that is analogous to the amorphous grain bound-
aries as seen; these films gradually thicken with temperature
within a wide range of temperature, which is bounded by two
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continuum models will produce interfacial phase diagrams that
will be useful for materials design, and may provide guidance
on particular systems onto which more precise computational
resources may be applied. If sufficiently accurate, such mod-
els have the advantage that they can not only describe equilib-
rium interfacial complexions and their transitions over the broad
range of temperature, pressure, and composition space, but that
they can also be readily used to provide quantitative models
for kinetic and dynamic behaviors in chemically heterogeneous
systems during processes such as phase transformations, grain
coarsening or fluid spreading.
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R
ransitions and also spans the eutectic [112–114]. Below the mul-
ilayer or drying transition, these multilayer films are unstable,
nd they disappear with suitable annealing.

For specific interfaces and under limited conditions, atom-
stic calculations produce better interfacial energy and structural
ata than continuum models. Continuum models are less precise,
ut they predict comprehensive behavior for generic boundaries
ver wide ranges of thermodynamic variables. The parameters
hat are employed in the coarse-grained continuum or diffuse-
nterface models are empirical. Methods have been developed
o obtain these parameters from atomistic data sets. The data
eduction methods are promising because they abstract infor-
ation from more precise calculations, but empirical models

re still required to extrapolate coarse-grained parameters to en-
ironmental conditions where atomistic calculations cannot be
erformed. Furthermore, the coarse graining methods necessar-
ly include arbitrary choices of algorithm which are inherent in
ny fitting technique. Careful consideration and communication
f the coarse-graining technique will become a necessary part of
xperimental characterization. The coarse-graining techniques
lso provide methods to compare atomistic data to experiments
hat average behavior over a finite region.

Numerical calculations, based on the thermodynamics that
enerate the Si–O–N phase diagram, show behavior that is con-
istent with observations in that system. Furthermore, they pre-
ict other properties, such as defect concentration and segrega-
ion that could be experimentally verified.

The continuum models provide a means to understand ob-
erved behavior in a variety of systems. Some methods have been
eveloped to compare them to experiments and atomistic calcu-
ations, although much remains to be investigated. Predictive
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